
High Pointe Patio Door
Features & Benefits

Solid color-through virgin vinyl 

maintains a natural appearance and 

will not chip, peel, corrode, rot or 

requires painting or scraping.

■

Multi-Chambered I-Beam structural 6” 

frame provides DP50 strength and 

rigidity while offering the most 

adaptability for all installation methods.

■

Modern fusion-welded beveled frame 

head and panels combines excellent 

energy efficiency and beautiful aesthetic 

appeal.

■

Custom-designed sloped sill with high 

sill dam and internal water management channels weep water away from your home.

■

Integrated interlock system eliminates drafts and provides secure protection unwanted 

elements. Dual weatherstripping at the meeting rail supplements the design, providing 

the ultimate protection against air infiltration.

■

12 gauge steel reinforcement of vertical members ensures structural integrity.■
Invisible panel retainer system blends the door to your interior.■

All stainless steel hardware resists corrosion, even in high moisture coastal areas■
Self-leveling sealed bearing roller system is whisper-quiet and butter smooth.■

Die Cast weather resistant handle set in several decorator finishes features a mortised 

mutlipoint lock with key.

■

Integrated anti-slam mechanism eliminates accidential hardware damage.■
Ample weatherstipping consists of synthetic wool pile with mylar fin strip that guards 

against air and water leakage.

■

Double paned IntelliGlass tempered  Low E glass enhances energy performance, 

insulation and reduces sound transmission.

■

PPG’s Intercept Warm Edge spacer system’s structural design gives the best 

combination of energy efficiency and longevity, virtually eliminating condensation and 

seal failures.

■

Heavy Duty extruded locking screen door stands up to even the heaviest traffic.■
Patented UltraVue™ screen mesh increases airflow and improves insect protection by 

utilizing a smaller mesh opening and thinner fibers than standard screens. This allows 

■
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25% more light, and fresh breezes to flow through while protecting against insects of 

every size.
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